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a b s t r a c t
rely.py is a program implementing the method to detect independently repeated clades by comparing
phylogenies as described in Li and Lecointre (2009) and adapted to incompletely overlapping datasets in
Li et al. (2009). The comparison can be performed on trees obtained by any inference method (maximum
parsimony, Bayesian inference, maximum likelihood). The program computes repetition indices, provides
greedy summary trees for each validity domain and a nexus matrix representation of the clades weighted
by their repetition indices. The additional script concatnexus.py assists the user in preparing the primary analyses, but it can also be used separately to concatenate nexus datasets.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

2. Description

Trees inferred from different datasets often partially contradict
one another (Edwards, 2009). Analysis of the combination of several datasets in the same matrix is expected to make historical signal emerge above individual biases (Miyamoto and Fitch, 1995);
however in some cases, a dataset with a strong biased signal can
erroneously impose part of the topology of the tree (Brinkmann
et al., 2005).
To evaluate the reliability of individual clades, separate analyses
can be performed to distinguish between biased and historical signals, or else to evaluate what proportion of individual gene trees
exhibit the same history (Edwards, 2009). Marker-speciﬁc biases
have various effects, and should not repeatedly produce the same
artefactual clades (Miyamoto and Fitch, 1995). Therefore, species
clades shared by trees obtained from separate, independent, datasets should represent the sought-after historical signal. A procedure based on this property was proposed in Li and Lecointre
(2009) to compute a repetition index to estimate the reliability
of clades. Nonetheless, that method could not use incompletely
overlapping datasets. This was improved in the version used in Li
et al. (2009). The python script rely.py makes this improved
method readily available.

2.1. Counting independent occurrences
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The datasets are ﬁrst separated into minimal independent
units: the ‘elementary datasets’. In this context, ‘independent’
means ‘unlikely to be subject to the same biases’.1 Let us suppose
we have 3 elementary datasets, noted A, B and C. The repetition index is primarily based on the number of occurrences of a clade
across the analyses of independent datasets such as the elementary
datasets.
Biases are more likely to occur in separate analyses than in a
combination, because of the smaller dataset size. Dettai and
Lecointre (2004) proposed the ‘partial combination approach’ to
take advantage of both combined and separate analyses. It consists
in analyzing all possible partially combined datasets and counting
clades over sets of independent combinations. Some combinations,
by increasing the size of the datasets, will hopefully allow historical signal to overcome some of the marker-speciﬁc biases. An
example of partial combination is the combined dataset A [ B.
The script concatnexus.py generates concatenated ﬁles from
the elementary datasets, which are used to perform the ‘primary
analyses’. Their results are called ‘source-trees’ in a supertree
perspective.
To compute an improved repetition index based on this partial
combination approach, all possible combinations of the elementary
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In particular, datasets sharing some data cannot be considered independent.
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datasets are analyzed and arranged into ‘partitioning schemes’. A
partitioning scheme is a set of datasets (elementary datasets or
combinations thereof) that do not share elementary datasets.
Examples of partitioning schemes are ðA; B; CÞ and ðA [ B; CÞ: being
elementary datasets, A, B and C are independent from one another,
A [ B is independent from C because the two datasets do not share
elementary datasets.
Within a partitioning scheme, occurrences of a clade may be
legitimately counted among partitions as the partitions are independent. This should avoid counting several occurrences for a clade
produced by a shared bias. The counting is done within every possible partitioning scheme, to explore the emergence of historical
signal systematically, while still having independent datasets to
compare. This might prove computationally intensive with many
datasets. We then suggest that the user select and justify the partial combinations to include.
The repetition index of a clade is based on the largest number of
occurrences found across the investigated partitioning schemes.
The partitioning scheme allowing the largest number of independent occurrences presumably represents the optimal way of combining some of the elementary datasets with respect to the
particular piece of phylogenetic information that is the clade under
focus.
2.2. Comparing contradicting clades
Except in cases of reticulate evolution, two clades that are
incompatible (i.e. that contradict one another) should not be both
considered reliable: by deﬁnition, incompatible clades cannot cooccur in a tree.
The repetition index is reﬁned by taking into account contradiction between clades. The list of contradictors is established for each
clade. Among the contradictors of a clade, the one with the largest
repetition index is called the ‘best contradictor’. Because of its
higher repetition index, it deserves priority over others.
To reﬂect the uncertainty resulting from conﬂicting hypotheses,
the repetition index of a clade is updated by subtracting the largest
number of occurrences of its best contradictor from the largest
number of occurrences of the clade itself. The update of the repetition index is made for all clades which may change the rankings
of the contradictors. If the best contradictor of a clade has changed
according to the updated repetition index, all indices are updated
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once again, taking into account the new best contradictors. This
updating procedure is repeated until stabilization, leading to ﬁnal
repetition indices. In some cases the repetition indices vary periodically instead of stabilizing; the mean value over a period is then
taken as the ﬁnal repetition index.

2.3. Deﬁning validity domains
All this supposes that all datasets have the same taxa (Li and
Lecointre, 2009). If trees do not contain exactly the same taxa,
the clades cannot be directly compared. We need to take into account the set of taxa on which a clade and its repetition index
are deﬁned (‘validity domain’).
A clade is an oriented bipartition deﬁned by two items: the set
of taxa that are in the ‘internal’ part of the bipartition and the set of
taxa that are in the ‘external’ part of the bipartition (containing the
root of the tree). The union of these two parts is the validity domain on which the clade is deﬁned. A clade could as well be deﬁned by its internal part and its validity domain, the external
part being deduced by making the difference between the validity
domain and the internal part. Two clades are the same if their two
deﬁning items are the same. If all datasets have the same taxa,
comparing two clades amounts to comparing their internal parts,
because their validity domains are the same. If the validity domains are not the same, one cannot compare the clades directly.
In Li et al. (2009), we proposed to restrict the comparison between
two clades to the set of taxa for which both clades are informative:
the intersection of their validity domains. Thus, before comparing
two clades, each clade is pruned by eliminating from it taxa that
are not in the other’s validity domain. This operation leads to three
levels of validity domains (Fig. 1).
To each primary analysis (dataset, or source-tree obtained by
analyzing this dataset) is associated a ‘ﬁrst-level validity domain’:
the set of taxa on which the source-tree was built.
If the independent datasets constituting a given partitioning
scheme do not have exactly the same validity domain, the clades
are counted on a reduced set of taxa that is the intersection of
the ﬁrst-level validity domains of the datasets. Each partitioning
scheme is thus associated to a ‘second-level validity domain’: the
taxonomic sampling common to the trees on which clades are
counted. Before occurrences are counted, clades are pruned by

Fig. 1. The three levels of validity domains. The ﬁrst-level validity domains ðV X Þ are the sets of terminal taxa of the trees ðT X Þ obtained by the analyses of the datasets (X). In
this example, 3 elementary datasets are used, which leads to 7 datasets, and thus to 7 trees and 7 ﬁrst-level validity domains. The second-level validity domains ðV PSci Þ are the
intersections of the validity domains of the independent datasets involved in the partitioning schemes ðPSci Þ. Only the full partitioning schemes are shown here. The
occurrences of the clades are counted within a partitioning scheme across its constituting datasets, after pruning the corresponding trees by eliminating taxa outside the
relevant second-level validity domain. The third-level validity domains ðW i Þ are the intersections of all possible combinations of second-level validity domains. The repetition
indices are attached to such third-level validity domains. They are based on the maximum number of occurrences (for the clades once pruned by eliminating taxa outside the
third-level validity domain) found among the partitioning schemes whose validity domains span at least the entire third-level validity domain. Only some of the possible
third-level validity domains are shown here.
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eliminating from them taxa not present in the second-level validity
domain.
The possible contradictors of a clade may be collected from different partitioning schemes, and thus be deﬁned on different second-level validity domains. Determining whether clades deﬁned
on different sets of taxa are compatible or contradictory may be
tricky (see Bininda-Edmonds, 2003, p. 840). This comparison of
clades is thus made with reduced counterparts of the clades, within ‘third-level validity domains’: the intersections of the second-level validity domains on which the clades are deﬁned. Before
establishing lists of contradictors, clades are pruned by eliminating
from them taxa not present in the third-level validity domain.
These pruning steps lead to a loss of information about taxa that
are present in only a few datasets. The more disparate the datasets
in a partitioning scheme, the smaller its validity domain. Therefore,
‘partial partitioning schemes’ are also taken into account: partitioning schemes in which not all elementary datasets are represented.2 For example, ðA; BÞ is a partial partitioning scheme: C is
not represented.
Similarly, the more disparate the partitioning schemes from
which possible contradictors are collected, the smaller the resulting third-level validity domain. If one restricts the contradictionand-update step to the taxa common to all second-level validity
domains, many taxa are lost by reducing the study to the common
sampling. To compute a repetition index for clades deﬁned on
wider sets of taxa, the contradiction-and-update step is made
within every possible third-level validity domain: some involving
clades coming from only one (or just a few) partitioning scheme(s)
but with many taxa, and some involving clades collected from diverse partitioning schemes, but with only few taxa.
These procedures lead to a variety of partitioning schemes in
which a certain number of clades are deﬁned and associated with
repetition indices.
2.4. Building a summary tree
To build a supertree combining all taxa, clades coming from all
third-level validity domains are gathered in a same ‘taxon  clade’
matrix. Each clade is represented as a character weighted by its
repetition index, and with three states: ‘0’ if the taxon is in the
external part of the corresponding bipartition, ‘1’ if it is in the
internal part, and ‘?’ if it is not in the third-level validity domain
on which the clade is deﬁned. A parsimony analysis of this matrix,
using the repetition indices as character weights, should produce a
tree including mostly reliable relationships. An example of the use
of this method can be seen in Li et al. (2009).
Within a third-level partitioning scheme of interest (such as the
set of taxa common to all analyses), a greedy procedure can also be
used to produce a tree including clades with a high repetition in-

2
These are opposed to ‘full partitioning schemes’, where all elementary datasets
are represented. In mathematical language, full partitioning schemes would be called
‘partitions’ of the set of the elementary datasets.

dex ﬁrst (see Li and Lecointre, 2009). On such a summary tree, repetition indices can be displayed on the branches. The output trees
of rely.py are in nexus or treegraph (Müller and Müller, 2004)
formats.
3. Conclusion
As the use of multiple markers to resolve complex phylogenetic
problems becomes commonplace, the incongruence among datasets is more and more conspicuous and methods are being proposed to detect reliable clades. Among these, the repetition index
of Li and Lecointre (2009) lacked a practical and documented
implementation. The script concatnexus.py can be useful for
those wanting to perform analyses of various data combinations.
The script rely.py is more specialized and implements the reliability analysis described in the present paper. Its use is facilitated
if the primary analyses have been prepared with concatnexus.py. Both scripts are available at http://www.normalesup.org/
~bli/Programs/programs.html.
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